


Intended Audience

Scholars & Students

Employment Seekers

Employed But Always Broke

Single & Stay-At-Home Parents

Struggling Business Owners

Administrators & Managers

Retrenched & Retired Folks

Successful Super A�liates



Scholars & Students

Gone are the days of doing paper rounds, to make pocket money. There

are many ways for scholars to earn cash, while learning how to generate

residual revenue. Students who have invested in their future, are now

struggling to find suitable work. Regardless, the loans have to be paid

back. Here is a way to meet both those challenges. Learn how to earn!



Employment Seekers

If you are looking for employment, your search is over. However, this is

not simply a job. It’s an opportunity to take charge of your own life, and

generate residual revenue. Using your current skillset and experience,

put everything into practice here. We’ll guide you, step-by-step, towards

determining your own financial destiny. You can be your own boss, now!



Employed But Always Broke

Living from pay check to pay check, is the fate of many. The real meaning

of the word JOB, is Just Over Broke. With bills piling up and no way to get

ahead, the options are another job, and/or winning the lottery. If you are

reading this, you have found another way. It can fit seamlessly into what

you ALREADY do, without adding hours to your day. Get out of your rut!



Single & Stay-At-Home Parents

Looking after young children can be a primary occupation. Made more

challenging, as a single parent. With no way to get to an office, working

from home is the only alternative. Given the right opportunity, tools and

global mindset, anyone can generate revenue, from home. Earn money,

without sacrificing precious family time. Easily do both at the same time!



Struggling Business Owners

Building a business is hard. Keeping it financially viable, is increasingly

difficult. Time to think out of the box, adding additional revenue streams.

Bolting this initiative onto existing products and services, offering more

to existing customers. Elevating the company's social image, will ultimately

increase business and influence the bottom line. Get the Business Pack!



Administrators & Managers

Professionals in management positions, have to be on the ball. Juggling

finances, motivating staff and reporting to stakeholders. With performance

bonuses on the line, there is good reason to proactively prime the profit

pump. This unique initiative provides a platform, with innovative ways to

incentivize employees, and ultimately improve results. Raise your game!



Retrenched & Retired Folks

In a struggling economy, the older employees are usually the first to be

dismissed. It does not mean their career is over. Drawing from experience

and using acquired skills, these wise old owls still have some money mice to

catch. Here's a way to easily replace lost salaries and supplement dwindling

retirement funds. Staying relevant, mentally young and financially strong!



Successful Super A�liates

It does not take long, for those who discover affiliate marketing, to realize

that passive income is not a mere myth. Far from being a way to get-rich-

quick, or pyramid scheme, there is work involved. Practised professionally,

it's an ethical way to make money, without the hassle of stocking anything,

nor hard selling. Learn how to earn, then make it your primary occupation!



No matter where in the world you live, nor what you do

for a living, ANYONE can participate in this initiative!

https://zagenie.com/start/


Click to see the key components!

https://clubsynergy.org/presentations/components/
https://clubsynergy.org/components/

